What we are Learning: Term 5
6

5
Art
Computing
Drama
Languages
Humanities
Literacy
Music

Numeracy

PASHE
PE

R&P
Science

Greek Vases

Giorgio Morandi (Still life in oil pastels)

7

Impressionism – Still Life (colour
wheel)

8
Landscapes

Controlling and programming (Scratch)

Spreadsheets: Master Criminal

Picture This!
(Bringing Pictures to life)
To talk about pains and aches
Geography: Country and city study:
We’re coming to America!
History: Local study Britain during
the Second World War
The Firework Maker’s Daughter
(Character description)

Devices (Ways to tell a story)

Stanislavski
(Actor training programme)
To describe my house

Lake Garda multi-media project
Online Quizmaker (research
design and build own interactive
self-marking quiz
Drummer Hodge (Devised piece:
war)
to talk about my free time

Geography: Tourism
History: Why did Britain become
involved in the Slave Trade?

Geography: Coasts
History: Why was there a Second
World War?

Media advertising (non-fiction)

Poetry (Relationships)

Designing a Musical

Little Talks
(Ukulele)

Controlling and programming (Kodu)
Websites and web design

To talk about my family
Geography: Deforestation and
Sustainable management
History: Health and Medicine: who
healed the sick in the Middle ages?
The Silver Sword (In-depth novel
study)

Column addition and subtraction,
with decimals and applying methods
in reasoning problems

Area and perimeter; Charts and graphs

Why do we come to school?

What decisions can affect my
wellbeing?

Athletics
Mini-Tennis
Football
Striking & Fielding
What’s it like to be a humanist?
What’s it like to be a Jew? (Puzzling
questions)
Humans into old age
Animals including humans

Technology Healthy Lifestyle
Students will understand what a
healthy diet and lifestyle consists of.

Shape and form
Students will be researching a variety
of 2D and 3shapes to create a
structure that supports weight.

Group Performance
(Instrument & Voice)
Applied: Algebraic powers,
expanding brackets, writing
Perimeter, area, and converting
expressions
units of measure
Accelerated: Factorising
expressions and solving
equations
Why does prejudice exist?
Wacky Soap (Focus: alcohol and
(Focus: biased media and fake
drugs education)
news)
Athletics
Ultimate Frisbee
Striking & Fielding
Does our planet have a future?
Particle model of solids, liquids and
gases
Functioning structures
Students will be looking at existing
structures and using their research
to create a bridge.

Should I hit back? (Prejudice and
discrimination. Nelson Mandela)
Elements of the periodic table
Mechanical vehicles
Student will be looking at forces
will design and make a vehicle
that will move.

